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           Name Importance in Pilgrim’s Progress 

 

 Pilgrim’s Progress is an allegory about the spiritual journey a soul takes on the pathway to 

Heaven. The characters in the story all have names that correspond to their actions and personalities 

and they each have a huge impact on the story. There are many characters in the story, so only a 

handful are going to be written about. The most important character in Pilgrim’s Progress is named 

Christian. He is the one taking his spiritual journey to Heaven after he learns that his home town, the 

City of Destruction, is going to be destroyed by God himself. He hopes that if he can reach the Celestial 

City, also known as Heaven, he can be spiritually saved from destruction and sin. 

 The story begins once Christian has left the City of Destruction in hopes of a promising afterlife. 

His friend, Evangelist, points him in the direction of Wicket Gate, which is the gateway he will have to 

pass in order to reach Celestial City. An evangelist is a person who is wanting to convert someone to 

Christianity. Evangelist wants Christian to begin his journey because he is hoping Christian will do the 

right thing and reach Celestial City. A little while later while walking towards Wicket Gate, Christian 

stumbles upon Pliant. Pliant had followed him from the City of Destruction to join him on his pilgrimage. 

The meaning of the word pliant is pliable, or easily bent in one direction. Pliant was easily moved to join 

Christian on his pilgrimage. While walking the path, both Christian and Pliant fall in the Slough of 

Despond, which is a swamp of unhappiness. Once Pliant pulls himself from the slough, he gives up, 

returns home, and is laughed at by the townspeople. On the other hand, Christian cannot free himself 
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from the swamp and Pliant refuses to help him. Christian is upset, thinking he will not make it to 

Celestial City until a man pulls him from the slough. Christian asks him his name, and he replies with 

Help. His name is Help because he helped Christian out of the slough. He disappears after helping 

Christian and Christian walks away. Later on, Christian runs into Mr. Wordly Wiseman, who tries to 

convince him to give up his pilgrimage and to settle instead. Christian is soon interested in the offer, and 

almost agrees with Mr. Wordly Wiseman to give up the journey. It’s not until Evangelist appears again 

that Christian is ashamed of his decision and begins running for Wicket Gate. 

 Once arriving at Wicket Gate, the gate-keeper ushers him inside the watchtower. Christian asks 

why he is being ushered inside, and the man says that there are evil minions that try to shoot people 

outside of Wicket Gate. Christian asks for the kind gate-keeper’s name, and he says it is Mr. Good-will. 

Good-will is a noun meaning friendly and helpful. Mr. Good-will thinks that Christian is worthy enough 

to pass through Wicket Gate, so he shows him the Holy Way. He tells Christian to follow the straight, 

narrow path before him and to go to the Interpreter. Christian agrees to do so and starts down the Holy 

Way. Later on, he arrives at the house of the Interpreter and is welcomed inside by a woman named 

Discretion. After asking him his name and origin, she introduces him to the Interpreter. An interpreter is 

a person that interprets the meaning of something. The Interpreter interprets the Word of God in 

objects and signs. For example, he shows Christian a dusty room. The room itself, he says, represents 

the love of man. The dust represents the sins of man. Then he tells a servant to sprinkle water around 

the room, and she does. The water represents the Gospel, which is cleansing the room of its dust and 

sins. After the interpretation, Christian stays at the house for a while and then continues his pilgrimage. 

 As Christian continues his unyielding journey to Celestial City, three Shining Ones appear before 

him and salute him. The Shining Ones are angels that have been watching over Christian on his perilous 

journey. After they have saluted him, all four of them appear before a sepulcher and a cross. A 

sepulcher is a stone monument where a dead person is buried. Suddenly, Christian feels his burdens 
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lifted from him and the first Shining One says that his sins are forgiven. The second Shining One dresses 

him in new robes, while the third Shining One places a mark on his forehead and a scroll in his hand. She 

tells him that the scroll is needed to pass into Celestial City, like a ticket. After their visit, he heads off on 

the Holy Way and sees two men jumping the wall protecting the Holy Way. The only proper way to 

enter Holy Way and reach Celestial City is to pass through Wicket Gate, not jump the wall. Once the 

sneaky men reach Christian, he asks for their names. They reply with Formalist and Hypocrisy. The 

definition of hypocrisy is claiming to have morals standards, but not actually having any. A formalist is a 

person who agrees with the terms of formalism. Formalism is the use of worshipping without any 

thought to inner significance. Formalist and Hypocrisy are on a mission to praise Mt. Zion, even though 

Christian tells them that taking shortcuts is not the way to do so. They shrug him off and continue on the 

path until all three men reach Difficulty Hill. Difficulty Hill is an extremely steep slope with three paths: 

one around the left base, one around the right base, and one straight up and over the hill. Since 

Formalist and Hypocrisy always take shortcuts, they travel around the bases. Christian takes the difficult 

path straight up, remembering Mr. Good-will’s warning to follow the straight path. He makes it over the 

hill while Formalist and Hypocrisy die because they take the easy way. 

 A while after Formalist and Hypocrisy’s timely deaths, Christian reaches the Valley of 

Humiliation. There, there is a man with a lion head, bear feet, and a dragon body named Apollyon. 

Apollyon is another name for the devil. He tells Christian that he owns the Valley of Humiliation and 

therefore owns Christian. Christian refuses to be owned by him, so he starts a fight with Christian. A 

sword, shield, and armor magically appear on Christian instantly and they begin to fight. Eventually, 

after half a day, Christian stabs and kills Apollyon, but has almost no strength left. Even so, his journey 

must continue. He soon lands in the Valley of the Shadow of Death. It is a dark place full of satyrs, 

dragons, hobgoblins, pits, and traps. The valley contains no life or light and is filled with evil beings. All 

Christian wants is to leave the valley, so he continues forward along the path. Eventually, morning light 
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shines among the valley, and Christian reaches the end. Exhausted, he falls to his knees. What happens 

next, Christian is totally not expecting. 

 A man appears next to poor Christian and thoughtfully helps him up. His name is Faithful. The 

word faithful is a noun meaning loyal. Faithful asks where he is headed, and he replies with Celestial 

City. Faithful says he would love to join Christian on his pilgrimage, so they journey together. They 

joyfully talk about God and walk the path, but soon they discover someone following them from a 

distance. They call out to who it could be, and the figure approaches them. It’s a man named Talkative. 

Talkative has overheard them talking about the Celestial City and praising God, and he says he values 

religion as much as they do. He rambles on about the power of earthly and heavenly knowledge and 

Faithful takes a liking in his words. Faithful almost invites Talkative along with them, but Christian pulls 

him aside. Christian says that Talkative is from the City of Destruction and he only talks about what 

people are willing to hear. He says that Talkative has no interest in religion and would rather walk away 

than change his ways. Christian proves this by confronting Talkative and his false talk about religion after 

his conversation with Faithful. Talkative annoyingly walks away and leaves them, proving that Talkative 

only says what people want to hear. 

 In order to reach Celestial City, Christian and Faithful must pass through the town of Vanity. It is 

a sinful town and in the center of the town, a fair is held called Vanity Fair. There, people sell gems, 

metals, slaves, wives, husbands, blood, souls, et cetera. Christian and Faithful aren’t buying anything, so 

people are becoming suspicious. When asked to where they are headed, they respond with Jerusalem. 

The townspeople don’t like that, so they are locked in an iron cage and mocked in the center of town. 

This goes on until the two attend the town’s court to await their punishments. The judge is Lord Hate-

good, and based on the witnesses and their sinful beliefs, he rules that Faithful be executed and 

Christian be put in jail. Faithful is then killed in many awful ways and finally burned at the stake. 
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Christian is very upset to lose is loyal friend, but manages to escape Vanity Fair after the terrible 

execution.  

 To conclude Christian’s long and heart-wrenching journey, he finally reaches the Celestial City 

where he is welcomed by our Heavenly Father into Heaven. He almost didn’t make it, though, because 

the people he met on his pilgrimage almost changed the outcome. For example, in the beginning, Mr. 

Wordly Wiseman nearly convinces him to give up and settle. He could have agreed and had his soul 

perish in the fiery pit, but he didn’t. Christian also almost died in Vanity Fair, but was luckily put in jail by 

Lord Hate-good instead. The people that he meets represent the challenges one faces on the pathway to 

Heaven. But even with all of the distractions and threats, true believers, such as Christian, are able to 

reach the Celestial City and have their soul saved. 
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